How To Choose a
Proper Digital
Marketing
Agency

Summary

HOw to choose a proper digital marketing agency

We're friendly and available to chat.
Reach out to us atanytime and we'll
happily answer your questions.

Talk to an expert

There are thousands of marketing agencies out there, so it can be
difficult to pin down the right agency for your business. is a lot like
marriage — if you want the relationship to stand the test of time, you
need to be compatible.


Otherwise, a very costly separation may be in your future. Marketing agencies are not the
same, they have different strengths, different sizes, different specializations like
SEO/Content marketing, Social Media Marketing, or Public Relations, they cost differently.
And they can generate leads and engage audiences in very different ways and with different
levels of efficiency. 



In the first part of this guide, you'll find the necessary steps to
prepare yourself for negotiations with agencies. In the second part,
you'll find questions to ask in order to make a proper choice.
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Think Twice

Should you build an in-house marketing team, or
should you hire an ad agency? It depends on your
degree of need and cash flow, and they are not
mutually exclusive.



Somewhat larger businesses may hire a small agency, but also need at
least one marketing person to manage them. Larger businesses have
both marketing teams and outsource some combination of advertising,
content marketing, SEO and website development because they would
need a very large team to do it all. Agencies can be more cost-effective,
and you benefit from their experience with other clients.  

Small businesses with limited needs are better off

Do you need 1 agency or more? In some instances, businesses will

hiring a freelance graphic designer, but you will

hire more than one agency to ensure all their marketing needs are

probably have to supply the strategy and copy —

handled. Though this method may be necessary on occasion, it’s far

unless you can afford to hire a small marketing
agency.
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more cost effective to hire a single agency that can handle all of your
marketing needs.
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Needs, Budget, Size, Location
1

Define Your Needs

2

Determine Your Advertising Budget

Do you only need a few marketing materials produced, such as a
sales letter or postcard? If so, you may simply need a freelance
copywriter or graphic designer, not a full-scale advertising agency.   

Larger agencies often charge more than smaller agencies, especially if
they offer more services. While you may want to hire a prominent
agency, their fees may exceed what you can afford.



If, however, you need an extensive marketing campaign, with
everything from print ads to radio spots, you'll probably need the aid of
an agency. You'll likely also want an agency if you need help deciding
what kind of advertising campaign to launch, or if you need someone
to place ads for you. Knowing what you need also helps you decide
what kind of agency to choose.

As a result, you may only be able to afford limited services from them,
but could afford a more comprehensive plan at a smaller agency.
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Needs, Budget, Size, Location
3

Match the Size of Your Company to the Size
of the Ad Agency

If you run a small business, you'll probably be better served by a small
agency. Larger agencies may offer more services, but they may assign
their top talent to more high-profile clients. 


With smaller agencies, however, you're more likely to receive
personalized attention, and have access to their most talented
employees, which often include the president or CEO. Also, if you're a
small company, you probably don't need all of the services offered by a
larger agency. 


If you run a large corporation, however, you'll probably need to work
with a larger agency that can handle a wider variety of advertising
services.

4

Choose Location

With tools like Skype, Zoom, or Discord and instant messaging, it's
easier than ever to communicate in real-time with people across the
country and even the world. You're no longer limited to choosing an
agency in your city.


While you can hire an agency in any location, do you want one
that you can visit in-person? Or is proximity less important than
the company's quality of work or reputation? Or it's better to
choose an agency from the region you serve?


Unless you’re a large global brand or operate exclusively online, it’s
wise to choose an agency that’s in your region. Local agencies are likely
well-versed in the demographics, spending habits, and marketing
opportunities that are unique to your area.
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Due Diligence
1

Channels and Services

2

Cost

A good agency will have plenty of recommendations for the channels

Some business owners may see marketing as a chicken-and-egg

you should be using to promote your business, however it’s important

situation: “The marketing budget will come when I start making enough

to make sure that they have experience in those channels and they’re

profit to afford it.” While every business is different, there’s almost

not simply recommending services that are within their expertise.



always something you can afford. Find an agency that fits within your
budget and has cost-effective ideas for getting you exposure.



A company that does lots of billboards might be helpful with your chain
of roadside restaurants, but probably won’t move the needle as much

There are plenty of big agencies out there that won’t touch anything

for your specialised B2B sales software.



under a six-figure budget, but for every one of those are ten more
small, hard-working agencies that care about your business’s success

And a company that focuses on flashy digital advertising might be the

just as much as you do.



perfect fit for a clothing brand but less impactful for a bait and tackle
shop. Find out what various marketing agencies recommend for your

You might even find an agency that’s willing to trade their services

business and find out their experience with it.


for yours—do you run a janitorial business? An office supply store?
A catering company? Maybe you just gained a new marketing agency
and a new client.
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Due Diligence
3

Clients

Here is the list of questions, that will help to evaluate the work of an
agency with previous clients.


How long do you keep clients for on average? 

What results your clients reached you can promise me?

How will results and ROI be measured? Make sure it is clear how
results will be measured, as well as your return on investment (ROI).

Do you have clients from my vertical?


4

Results

Results matter. A marketing agency may have a flashy pitch or
innovative ideas, but they’re only really worth your time and money if
they can help you achieve your marketing goals. Don’t be afraid to ask
about a prospective agency’s track record—any agency that does good
work should be able to point you to positive results they’ve delivered to
past clients, or even a list of client testimonials or references.


If a marketing agency is having trouble proving its proficiency, it’s
probably best to walk away.


Hopefully you’re now a bit more comfortable with the process of
choosing a marketing agency that fits your goals, budget, and
expectations. Remember that in the end, you’re the client and you
should get what you want from the client-agency relationship.
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Due Diligence

5

People

Do they understand your business goals? A marketing agency needs

However, that doesn’t necessarily mean you will get along. We’re not

to understand both the short term and long term goals of your

telling you that you have to make friends per se, but your business

business. Understanding your goals will ensure they can help you meet

relationship would be more productive if you’re able to work with

the needs of both your business and your customers.



someone you can actually hold a conversation with.



How qualified is the team working on your account? How much

Are they curious? Even the most qualified marketing agencies should

success have they had in the past? How many customers have they

show some curiosity when it comes to learning about your target

worked with? How many years of cumulative experience does the team

audience. Marketing expertise can only take you so far. If you don’t

bring to the table? Questioning the team behind the agency is crucial.

know how to connect with and speak to the people you’re marketing to

You want an agency that has a well seasoned crew standing at the

then all of your efforts will be wasted. Good marketing agencies

helm.



understand this and strive to learn as much about your business as
possible. Otherwise, their chances of success will not be very high.


Can you work together? Sure, it’s great to find a marketing agency
that knows precisely what it’s doing, but that doesn’t necessarily mean
they’re the easiest to work with. There are thousands of capable
marketing agencies out there that are more than qualified to work on
your account.
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Here at Improvado, we understand these challenges
well — after all, we went through the pain of building it
ourselves.



How To Choose a
Proper Digital
Marketing Agency
Talk to an expert

We're friendly and available to chat. Reach out to us
atanytime and we'll happily answer your questions.

Our product is our bread and butter and we’ve gone far
beyond the basics to build a true marketing ETL platform
that frees up engineering time while giving marketers the
data they need.


What you buy from Improvado is beyond the aggregation and
standardization you’d expect to build yourself: you buy a
world-class solution that is focused, around the clock, on
continued innovation and automation, to give you unrivaled
insights and optimization capabilities.


Our teams build and support integrations, improve
infrastructure and monitor system performance, and
constantly work to add new features. 


Our data science team is devoted to spotting discrepancies,
and our technical support team is working 24/7 to handle any
data flow errors or API issues that arise, and our first-class
customer success team is always available to makes sure the
platform is serving your needs.

